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HEART HUB CENTER AS A SOLUTION TO CALM FEAR UNCERTAINTY DOUBT
Real-Time Page Specific Emotion Sharing Integration 

� �

HEART HUB 

� �

Excited

Realtime/ On Demand Heart Pattern 
Mood Selector Analytics 

Depending on Customers Heart Pattern we can define the 
actual mood which can be realtime recorded 
to observe user’s emotional attraction, and a very detailed 
diagram which can help us understand the customer’s
behavior and emotions while filling, and possible drop off 
reason

Visually Customer can see their actual Mood, on the watch, 
and the count indicated other people right now
Same page, and same mood, or even same event.

GIVING A HEART TO TURBOTAX

This will enable realtime tracking of user’s 
emotions and heart pattern 

Realtime/ On Demand Heart Pattern Mood Selector Analytics and Music/ Sound FX Selector 
Depending on Customers Heart Pattern we can define the actual mood which can be realtime recorded 
to observe user’s emotional attraction, and a very detailed diagram which can help us understand the customer’s
behavior and emotions while filling, and possible drop off reason

Visually Customer can see their actual Mood, on the watch, and the count indicated other people right now
Same page, and same mood, or even same event.

Also provide the most appropriate Sound FX or Music Track Pulled from Beats, Spotify “Echo Nest” To create the appropriate
Music Sentensing “Tasting” For that specific Mood Either Selected Or Detected by the Watch.

� �

NON CLICK - STATE

MOOD & SOUND FX SELECTOR CONCEPT 

SOUND FX SELECTOR MENU

� � ocean
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* Heart Rate Data is only available through Partner DEV
With Apple, not through Public DEV.

� �

Possible Marketing/Promotion Value 
Terms:
Heart within TurboTax
TT now has a heart who cares for you!
Fill the TT Heart with your emotion 
and many more…….
This can be a possible marketing focus point.

� �

Love
Happy
Excited
Neutral
Sad
Confused
Frustrated

NON CLICK - STATEHOVER / ONCLICK - STATE

On any chosen mood user is able to see the 
selected mood “name” and the count on how many other people
have chosen the same mood on that specific page.

Sound FX 
Users are able to hear a very subtle 
sound FX on Hover & On-Click

Tool Tip FX 
Tool Tip is used to identify each
Function for easy understand and better UX 

Excited
others like you 
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Excited

Real-Time Page Specific Emotion Sharing Integration With Sound FX

With this Option users are able to click on the SPK 
button
And choose from Various of Sound Effects available 
to the user such as

1. Ocean: a very calm and soothing ocean FX to 
help calm the Fillers

2. Forest: A very unique Forest Sound FX, which can 
help users to feel more connected

3. City: Some fillers are more into a busy city sounds 
sound FX, which also can help to calm them

4. Relax: Will play a meditative sound, specially 
designed to help promote Focus and happy feeling

5. Empower: An Uplifting inspiring sound FX which 
can help lift the fillers spirit

NOTE: Later is better to create TurboTax’s Own set of  
sound which is more defined to filler’s specific, 
more culturallyry & emotionally

Utilizing the Apple Watch Technology
Will give user’s the following benefits:
1. Easy Access to the SND FX tool
2. Collect your heart beat (Patern) And choose the 
appropriate FX for you (Requires Apple Partnership)
3. Collect and overview of User Mood Pattern and 
provide a mode detailed log.
Capturing the perfect moment to file for your taxes,
or even preparing towards to perfect TT Filling moment.

Perfect TT Filling Moment?

Is it the right time to do you taxes?? 
1. If Not Alert the perfect moment, when you feel 
calm and less stressed
2. Filling Moment Creator wizard, which can help 
fillers to create the perfect TT filling moment.
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Excited

Feeling Connected/Not Alone
Also ability to knowing how many people like 
you have chosen this exact SND FX, could 
also help to contribute in the Feel connected 
State (Camino concept)

Feeling Connected/Not Alone

Also ability to knowing how many 
people like you have chosen this exact 
MOOD, could also help to contribute in 
the Feel connected State (Camino 
concept)

others like you 

6736

MUSIC GENRE SELECTOR CONCEPT 
Real-Time Page Specific Emotion Sharing Integration With GENRE Music

SOUND FX SELECTOR MENU
SOUND FX SELECTOR MENU

NON CLICK/HOVER  STATE
SOUND FX SELECTOR MENU

ocean

With this Option users are able to click on the Music 
button
And choose from Various of Music Genre available 
to the user such as: 
Pop, Classic, RnB 
Or TT own Playlist or Genre etc.

Example Most Popular Genres:
1. Rock
2. R&B
3. Alternative
4. Country
5. RAP
6. Sound Track
7. EDM
8. Latin
9. Classic
10. Jazz

Latin

Latin

Country

other listeners with you
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Feeling Connected/Not Alone
Also ability to knowing how many people like 
you have chosen this exact GENRE, could 
also help to contribute in the Feel connected 
State (Camino concept)

MAIN MENU SELECTOR CONCEPT 

MAIN MENU SELECTOR:
1. Moods >Mood Menu Selector
2. Music > Genre Music Selector 
3. Sound FX > Sound FX Selector 
4. Mindfullness 
5. Food

Having a Main menu allows us to have multiple categories, and provide the user a very 
easy access.

Frustrated

� �

Instead of the 3 Mood selector 
it would be better to use the Heart HUB
For the following reasons:
1. Familiarize Users with this Gadget
2. Give users more options to choose from which matches
more to their current state
3. Ability to Skip, Which would be the same as Don’t ask.

Skip

Alternative :

Country

other listeners with you
10728


